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1. Introduction

The main overall objective of the projects K1 and K2 is to discover and quantify a systematic
basis for predicting the knitting constructional details and finishing processes required for
producing single-jersey cotton outerwear fabrics of given performance specifications.

To achieve this, it is first necessary to develop a systematic and comprehensive data base
relating manufacturing and processing parameters to final specifications and performance
(K1) and, secondly, to discover and quantify the changes in fabric specifications and
performance which are caused by using different types of dyeing and mercerising processes
(K2).

Details of the fabric constructions, yarns and finishing routes included in these investigations
can be found in the project planning document, Appendix F/G of the Report to the TPI
Steering Committee, and a report on the fabric production in Research Record No. 114,
Appendix W.

In order that realistic comparisons can be made, and therefore, any changes identified, it is
first essential to bring all the fabrics to the same physically stable state for evaluation by
removing any tensions and distortions imposed during knitting and finishing. Earlier work
has shown that such a stable state is only reliably and reproducibly achieved when the fabrics
have been 'fully relaxed'. The IIC established method for achieving full relaxation is to
submit all samples to a one-wash-and-tumble-dry cycle, followed by four wet-out-and-
tumble-dry cycles. Only with the fabrics in a 'fully relaxed' condition can any changes in
structure identified be considered to be real changes and not influenced by residual
processing distortions.

Note for the digital version: The terminology was later changed to “The
Starfish Reference Relaxation Procedure” and “The Starfish Reference State”
In what follows, “fully-relaxed” should be read as “Reference-State”.

Before any detailed analysis of the results is carried out, it is first beneficial to examine the
grey fully relaxed structure. This is important for two reasons. Firstly, it enables the general
trends and relationships, (e.g. the interaction of stitch length and yarn count and their effect
on relaxed dimensions) to be identified before they are modified by dyeing and finishing and,
secondly, it helps to focus attention on certain other important areas of interaction, namely:

1. The effect of yarn twist and twist direction on spirality and relaxed dimensions.

2. The effect of using singles or two-fold yarn on spirality and relaxed dimensions.

3. The effect of machine gauge.

As this report is only intended to be a preliminary analysis, the number of properties
examined have been limited to four: spirality, courses per unit length, wales per unit length,
weight per unit area. For completeness, however, all of the grey fabric test data have been
tabulated (Tables 1 - 28) and are included as an Appendix. For convenience, the main data
are arranged according to machine gauge and yarn type - either singles or two-fold - and the
fabrics included in the supplementary spirality trial are grouped together with their controls.

2. General Trends

Previous work carried out by TRD has indicated certain general relationships which link yarn
count and stitch length to certain physical properties of plain single-jersey fabrics, knitted
from singles yarn. An examination of the results obtained from the fabrics included in
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projects K1 and K2 appears to confirm these earlier results and they can be summarised as
follows.

2.1. Spirality (Figures 1-3)

The angle of spirality developed in the grey fully relaxed fabric increases as stitch length
increases and yarn count gets finer.

2.2. Course Density (Figures 4-6)

The number of courses per unit length increases as stitch length decreases.

2.3. Wale Density (Figures 7-9)

The number of wales per unit length increase as stitch length decreases.

2.4. Weight (Figures 10-12)

The fabric weight per unit area increases as stitch length decreases and yarn count gets
heavier.

These trends apply to all of the fabrics knitted from singles yarns of one twist direction
irrespective of yarn twist factor or machine gauge. They also apply to all of the fabrics
knitted from two-fold yarn with the exception of spirality. Fabrics knitted from two-fold yarn
develop only small spirality angles (Figures 13-15), with no apparent systematic interaction
of yarn count and stitch length.

Although in general terms the same trends apply to all of the fabrics in the grey fully-relaxed
state, a closer examination of the individual results indicates certain areas where differences
in the relaxed structure can be detected.

3. The Effect Of Changing Yarn Twist Factor And Twist Direction

The supplementary spirality trial included in K1 was devised primarily to enable the effects
of changing yarn twist factor and twist direction on the angle of spirality to be examined. In
addition, fabrics knitted from alternate ends of ‘S’ and ‘Z’ twist yarn were also included for
comparison because, although this method is known to reduce spirality in the fabric to
commercially acceptable levels, the effect on other physical properties has not been
quantified.

For this investigation, the mid-range yarn count on each gauge of machine having standard
‘Z’ twist and a twist factor of 3.5 was taken as control. Additional fabrics were then knitted
on all three gauges of machine with alternate ends ‘S’ and ‘Z’ (yarn count and twist factor
kept constant) and, on the 24 gauge machine, fabrics were knitted from all ‘S’ twist (yarn
count and twist factor kept constant), and from yarn with 3.0 twist factor and 4.0 twist factor
(yarn count and twist direction, i.e. 'Z', kept constant).

The results from the grey fully relaxed fabrics can be summarised as follows.

3.1. Spirality (Figure 16)

 The same general trend applies for both ‘S’ and ‘Z’ twist yarns. As stitch length
increases, spirality increases.

 ‘Z’ twist yarn with a twist factor of 4.0 develops higher angles of spirality in the fabric
than the standard control 3.5 twist factor.

 ‘Z’ twist yarn with a twist factor of 3.0 develops lower angles of spirality in the fabric
than the standard control 3.5 twist factor.
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 ‘S’ twist yarn with standard 3.5 twist factor develops similar angles of spirality as the
control standard ‘Z’ twist 3.5 twist factor, but the fabric spirals in the opposite direction.
This is represented as negative spirality in Figure 16.

 Fabrics produced from alternate ends of ‘S’ and ‘Z’ twist yarn develop only very small
angles of spirality and the angle does not appear to be influenced by yarn count or stitch
length.

NB: If Figures 13-15 are re-examined, it can be seen that fabrics produced from two-fold
yarn develop small angles of spirality in both positive and negative directions. Figure 16
shows that fabrics produced from alternate S and Z twist yarns always spiral in a positive
direction.

3.2. Course Density (Figures 17-18)

 General trend applies for both ‘S’ and ‘Z’ twist yarns. As stitch length decreases, courses
increase.

 Fabrics from 4.0 twist factor yarn tend to have slightly more courses, and from 3.0 twist
factor, fewer.

 Both ‘S’ 3.5 twist factor and ‘Z’ 3.5 twist factor yarn give similar course levels.

 Fabrics from alternate S and Z have significantly more courses. This is apparent on all
three gauges of machine and is, at first sight, a surprising result.

3.3. Wale Density (Figures 19-20)

General trend applies for both 'S' and 'Z' twist yarns.

 As stitch length decreases, wales increase.

 There is a tendency towards more wales from 4.0 twist factor yarn and fewer wales from
3.0 twist factor yarn compared to both ‘S’ and ‘Z’ twist factor 3.5, which are similar.

 Fabrics from alternate S and Z have significantly fewer wales and this is apparent on all
three gauges of machine. There also appears to be less of a yarn count interaction with
alternate S and Z than with 3.5 Z standard.

3.4. Weight (Figures 21-22)

 General trend applies: as stitch length decreases and yarn count increases, fabric weight
increases.

 Fabric from 4.0 twist factor tends to be heavier than from 3.5 standard; 3.0 twist factor
tends to be lighter.

 Fabric from S and Z alternate tends to be heavier than 3.5 S or 3.5 Z, but lighter than 4.0
twist factor.

4. Effect Of Using Singles Or Two-Fold Yarns

Both two-fold and singles yarn are commonly used in the production of single jersey fabric
and it is not unusual for the same fabric specifications to be applied regardless of which type
of yarn is used.

To establish whether or not the same specifications should apply, all the fabric constructions
knitted for Kl and K2 in singles yarn were repeated using two-fold yarn of the same resultant
count. An examination of the results of the grey fully-relaxed structure indicates that there
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may be significant differences between the fabrics and that perhaps the same specifications
should not be applied. The results can be summarised as follows.

4.1. Spirality (Figures 23-25)

The figures illustrate the results obtained for 18, 24, and 28 gauge fabrics.

In all cases, spirality developed in fabrics knitted from two-fold yarn is very small, as
previously discussed, and this is the most well-known difference between the two.

4.2. Course Density (Figures 26-28)

Although the same general trend applies as detailed in 2.1., there is a tendency on all three
gauges of machine for there to be fewer courses in the fabric knitted from two-fold yarn than
from singles yarn.

4.3. Wale Density (Figures 29-31)

Similarly with wales, although the same general trend applies as detailed in 2.3., there is a
tendency towards fewer wales in the fabrics knitted from two-fold yarn than from singles
yarn.

4.4. Weight (Figures 32-34)

Predictably, as there are fewer courses and wales in the fabrics knitted from two-fold yarn,
they also tend to weigh less than the corresponding fabrics from singles yarns, and the
discrepancy appears to be greater in the finer counts. However, there is a degree of scatter in
the data and, therefore, caution should be exercised before placing too great a degree of
significance on this apparent trend at this stage.

5. Effect Of Machine Gauge

Previous work carried out by IIC, and reported in Research Record 100, Appendix P, has
suggested that machine gauge does not appear to have an independent effect on the relaxed
dimensional properties of grey single jersey fabrics. However, there were deficiencies in
certain parts of the previous experiments and a cautionary note was recorded in the
conclusions advising the need for confirmation from further investigations. Consequently,
when the fabric constructions and yarn counts were being discussed for the projects Kl and
K2, overlaps of yarn count between machine gauges were planned to allow the possible
effects of machine gauge to be investigated more systematically.

An examination of the grey fully-relaxed data justifies this approach as there appears to be
some evidence that machine gauge can have an effect on relaxed dimensions. The results can
be summarised as follows.

Figures 35-42 illustrate the areas of overlap between the gauges, singles and two-fold are
treated separately.

5.1. Spirality (Figures 35-36)

Between 18 and 24 gauge it is difficult to detect an effect of gauge, but there does appear to
be a difference between 24 and 28 gauge. The 1/32's yarn on 28 gauge appears to develop
less spirality than the same 1/32's yarn on 24 gauge. This can not be simply explained by
differences in the number of feeders on each machine. The 18 gauge has 36 feeders, the 24
gauge has 60 feeders, and the 28 gauge has 68 feeders.

For two-fold yarn there does not appear to be a systematic effect of gauge.
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5.2. Course Density (Figures 37-38)

There does appear to be an effect of machine gauge on the number of courses in the fabrics
for both singles and two-fold yarns. The 18 gauge results tend to lie to the right of the 24
gauge results and the 28 gauge results to the left. The interaction appears to be more
significant at the tightest stitch lengths.

5.3. Wale Density (Figures 39-40)

For wales, there is a less obvious effect of gauge. Figure 39 shows singles yarns and
although there is an obvious difference between the 1/24 and the 1/32 yarns, this could have
been expected because of count interaction, the existence of a gauge effect is less clear.
Figure 40, however, for two-fold yarns, seems to indicate that there is a distinct difference
between the gauges.

5.4. Weight (Figures 41-42)

The separation of the yarn counts is again predictable, as yarn count has a direct effect on
fabric weight. Although there is scatter in the data, the possibility of an independent effect of
machine gauge can not be excluded.

6. Conclusions

Although this examination of the grey fully-relaxed structure was only intended to be a
preliminary analysis, and no attempt has been made to explain the results at this stage, certain
points have emerged which should be kept in mind when the more detailed analysis of
finished fabrics is carried out.

 Yarn twist factor, and the mixing of yarns of opposite twist in the fabric, can affect the
fully-relaxed dimensions, other than the angle of spirality.

 The fully-relaxed dimensions of similar fabrics knitted from singles and two-fold yarn
may be different.

 The possibility of an independent effect of machine gauge on relaxed dimensions cannot
be discounted on the evidence of the grey-relaxed dimensions alone.
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